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Scale up businesses are critically important to economic growth. This isn’t
an epiphany; businesses with high-growth potential have been a priority for
those involved with economic development since the industrial revolution.
So what are they and why are they back on the agenda?
Definition: A ‘scale-up’ is an enterprise with average annualised growth in employees or turnover greater
than 20 per cent over a three-year period, and with more than 10 employees at the start1.
Why are they important: the number of scale-ups in the UK lags the US and other leading economies.
Boosting the scale up population by just 1% could create 228,000 jobs and add £38bn to GVA2 .
So it’s a no brainer: increase the population of scale up businesses
and create a step change in economic performance. Let’s assume
that we want to get to 1 scale up per 100,000 population3; in which
case, we need to create roughly speaking a further 6,000 scale
ups in 10 years. That’s 600 per year nationally and for places like
Greater Birmingham equates to 20, Liverpool 15, London 84 and so
on. Such low numbers belie the extent of the challenge.
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The challenges...
intervention is needed
#1 Government
Spending cuts have hit business support hard, but the evidence
is clear that without support in areas such as leadership
development, access to funding, marketing and exporting, and
infrastructure, we will not close the gap.

and supporting existing scale ups
#2 Identifying
won’t help!

Remember, we need additional scale ups, i.e. those that won’t
quite make it without our support.

performance data to find businesses will only
#3 Using
lead us to existing scale ups; NOT potential scale ups.

Having been involved with many thousands
of businesses over the last 20 years, I have
first-hand experience of the difficulties
faced in boosting the population of scaleups. Previous efforts have either supported
those that would have scaled anyway, or
those that never really had the potential
to scale in the first place. That is not to say
these efforts haven’t been worthwhile. Far
from it. Independent impact assessments
have shown a significant return on publicsector investment. However, they have not
achieved the step change needed to close
the gap in either growth or productivity.

That’s because performance data are historical (or are lag
indicators) and only allow us to spot scale-ups after the event.

frogs
#4 Kissing
If performance information alone is insufficient to spot them,
how do we truly identify scale-ups? Even seasoned investors have
only a 20% chance of spotting growth businesses and that’s after
backing, say, only 1 in 40 of the businesses they see. So, potentially,
for every 200 businesses showing some opportunity, only 1 will
actually scale. That’s a lot of frogs.

#5 Having chosen which companies to support, how do we know that:
Tracking performance

a) we got the selection process right; and b) that the support given
made a difference?

for every 200 businesses
showing some opportunity,
only 1 will actually scale.
That’s a lot of frogs.

Improving the odds
Supporting 200 business to find the 1 scale up is probably beyond the budget of any Growth Hub or LEP. In fact, this was
the territory of Growth Accelerator and the Business Growth Service, where many of the performance metrics related to the
volume of businesses supported. We need something now that is more targeted; more informed; that can improve the odds
of reaching the right businesses. A suggestion ….

2.

Monitor success – just like lenders, the performance of these
businesses needs to be monitored, i.e. was the growth scoring process
accurate and, as a result, are we kissing fewer frogs?
Also, did the support we provided work and what was the relative
difference to outcomes of the various support types? For example,
in which cases is leadership development more important than
consultancy support? What support types have the greatest impact
and how can we target activity.

We have to do something similar with scale ups:
as well as looking at historical performance,
we need also consider the enablers of growth
(market trends, competitive strategy & ownership
structures) and Entrepreneurial Orientation (level
of innovation, proactiveness and competitive
aggression). All these things can help us more
accurately identify scale ups.

Closing the loop – from the
longitudinal monitoring, we need to
adapt our growth scoring so that we
become more accurate over time.

Let’s refer to this as Growth Scoring

Let’s call this Calibration
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This is known as Longitudinal Monitoring
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Be smarter in picking winners –
consumer lenders are awesome at this. Without
any human intervention, they know what the lead
indicators are that can predict a person’s likelihood
to repay a loan. Their success rate is phenomenal.
In fact, so much so that when humans override a
credit score, the performance of those ‘overridden’
loans is worse than those chosen by the algorithms.
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Only in this way can we truly boost the population of scale ups. In fact, we may indeed have forged that silver bullet.
Any alternative will see the UK continually lagging other developed economies in the scale up rate and productivity.
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Talk to us
With over 20 years experience in supporting growth, innovation and productivity around the
World, Winning Moves is uniquely placed to help you improve your impact with scale ups:

Predicting growth

Managing support

– our Growth Enablers software and other
diagnostic tools can help you identify
businesses with scale up potential. We
can provide you with a growth score.

– our CRM solution can help you manage
client interventions more consistently and
measure impact at adviser, support type,
geographic or programme level

Longitudinal monitoring

Research and evaluation

– our benchmarking software will allow
you to baseline and track performance over
time. In this way, you can learn from what
your are doing and recalibrate accordingly.

– our knowledge of the market coupled
with our in-house research capability, can
help you understand the scale up picture
in your area and the particular issues
businesses face. This can help you prioritise
and develop the right plans for growth.
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Give me a call or email me if you want to find out more.

